This article explores how the rise of new markets for biodiversity has been facilitated by existing, non-market-based valuation practices within the field of biodiversity conservation. Where others have considered biodiversity markets in terms of capitalist and/or neoliberal expansion, I argue that the abstraction of the value of living things in markets is made easier by the existing valuation practices of species-based biodiversity conservation. After briefly contextualising the terms 'species' and 'biodiversity' within the history of Western conservation, the article shows how biodiversity conservation-as science, policy and practice-subordinates the value of individual living organisms and emplaced ecologies to the abstract categories of species and habitat types. This conceptual move performs a condition of ethical commensurability between individual organisms and places, thereby prefiguring the equivalence of value between units of the same category needed to establish new markets for biodiversity. The article considers this link between the valuation practices of species-based biodiversity conservation and new markets for biodiversity as an instance of performative continuity. The article concludes by reflecting on the critical use of attending to the links between existing valuation practices in biodiversity conservation and new biodiversity markets.
Crowe 2014 ; Helm 2015) and in popular media representations of the value of nature (e.g. Adler 2013; Juniper 2013) . In one of the fullest realisations of this move towards the economic valuation of nonhuman nature, new markets for biodiversity offsetting have started appearing as part of environmental governance and corporate responsibility schemes (see BBOP 2016) . Excellent existing research on biodiversity offsetting has explored the how of new market-based valuations of biodiversity-the calculative manoeuvres, acts of abstraction and performative framings involved (e.g. Robertson 2012; Sullivan 2013a; Carver 2015; Carver and Sullivan forthcoming) . As with other novel domains of economisation and marketisation, a number of scholars attribute this rise in market-based valuations of nature to advancing neoliberalisation and/or capitalist expansion into new frontiers (e.g. Brockington and Duffy 2011; Büscher and Fletcher 2015) . By focusing on forces advancing from the outside, however, these arguments fail to recognise the ways in which the existing, nonmarket valuation practices in the field of biodiversity conservation have not simply been pushed aside, but have paved the way for the entry of new market-based valuations. In this article I argue that the rise of market-based valuations in the field of biodiversity conservation is not only a marker of advancing capitalism or neoliberalism, but also an extension of the ongoing orderings and reiterative performances of the non-market-based valuations of living things in the field of biodiversity conservation. That is, the rationalising and universalising aspirations of biodiversity conservation (as a hegemonic framework for guiding conservation science, policy and practice), already enact the values of living organisms and emplaced ecologies through the abstract categories of species and habitats, effecting a commensurability between places and things that facilitates new market-based valuation practices.
More specifically, I argue that biodiversity conservation-as science, policy and practice-abstracts the value of living organisms and emplaced ecologies from individuals and their irreducibly complex relations within emplaced lifeworlds, locating it instead at the level of the categories of species and habitats. This conceptual move, in turn, performs a condition of ethical commensurability between individual organisms and places, thereby prefiguring the equivalence of value between units of the same category needed to establish new markets for biodiversity. The article works through this argument as follows: after brief sections introducing biodiversity offsetting markets and contextualising the concepts of biodiversity and species, I look at the work that biodiversity conservation does to order the unruly proliferation of life on earth into abstract, universalising categories of species and habitat units, setting up the condition of exchangeability required by new biodiversity markets. I then consider the performative continuity between these prior, non-market valuation practices of biodiversity conservation that locate the value of organisms and ecologies in abstract species and habitat units and new, market-based valuations in biodiversity markets. A concluding section briefly reflects on what attention to the links between existing valuation practices in biodiversity conservation and the rise of new biodiversity markets can add to critiques of the latter.
Before proceeding, there are a few things to note. First, in referring to biodiversity conservation, I mean to indicate the currently hegemonic assemblage of mainstream biodiversity conservation policy 1 and practice informed by the science of conservation biology (see Brockington et al. 2008; Braverman 2015a ). Although they are not discussed here, there are, of course, other contemporary modes of wildlife conservation that involve different practices of valuation (see Marris 2011) , including ones that perform value through care and responsibility for individual living organisms and particular places (e.g. van Dooren 2014) and ones that foster unruly becomings (e.g. Lorimer and Driessen 2013) . Second, this article tends towards a focus on animals rather than other living organisms like plants, fungi or the great variety of single celled living organisms. This choice in part mirrors the priorities of biodiversity conservation, but it also mirrors my own interests in the ethics of our (human) relations with nonhuman animals (Fredriksen 2016 ; see also Haraway 2008; van Dooren 2014; Despret 2016) .
New Mar kets for Biodiversity
In recent years, new markets for biodiversity have emerged in the form of species banks and offsetting schemes (see Fox and Nino-Murcia 2005; Benabou 2014; ten Kate and Crowe 2014) . As in other areas where economic values are being assigned to non-human nature (see Helm 2015 for an extensive review of 'natural capital'), to achieve the commensurability between particular organisms and places necessary for exchange, the irreducible complexity (Braun 2008 ) of emplaced ecologies must be simplified and differences between individuals of the same species obscured. Indeed, a growing body of scholarship explores how new markets for biodiversity employ a great deal of simplification and abstraction in order to render bits of nature exchangeable with one another (e.g. Robertson 2012; Sullivan 2013a Sullivan , 2013b Carver and I use 'assemblage' here following from the French 'agencement' (see, generally, 1 Deleuze and Guattari 1987; Callon 2007) , to indicate a coming together of things 'which are simultaneously human and nonhuman, social and technical, textual and material-from which action springs ' (MacKenzie et al. 2007: 14-15) . While the assemblage concept is often used to highlight emergence, multiplicity and indeterminacy-disordering-this incessant becoming is only one possible dynamic of an assemblage (Anderson and McFarlane 2011: 124) . Assemblages may also tend towards stabilisation, normalisation and repetition-ordering (Dewsbury 2011). Sullivan forthcoming). The consequences of this simplification and abstraction, in turn, have been criticised for the disposability they impose on actually living things and the associated ethical inadequacy of such responses to ecological destruction (see Yusoff 2011; Sullivan 2017) .
Sian Sullivan's (2013b) discussion of the proposed offsetting scheme for barbastelle bats (Barbastella barbastellus) in southern England exemplifies this last point: in this case the proposed construction of a new power plant involving the degradation of a habitat where barbastelle bats currently live is proposed to be offset by the restoration of bat habitat at a future date, but, as Sullivan writes, '[i] t is difficult to know what the bats should do during the time lag between habitat impacts and on-site habitat creation' (Sullivan 2013b: 90) . The suffering or death of individual barstabelle bats, however, is not a matter of concern for biodiversity offset markets: the ordering of individual living barstabelle bats and the great variety of emplaced ecological relations in which they are entangled into species and habitat units allows them to be exchanged with other individual animals categorised into the abstract species unit of B. barbastellus and other places framed as equivalent habitat units. Despite the violence done to actual lives, biodiversity offsets appear to satisfy the interests of marketised biodiversity conservation by performing a 'zero-net-loss' in pecuniary biodiversity conservation value (Sullivan 2013b) . Thus, Sullivan concludes that this marketised version of biodiversity conservation works to devalue the lives of the actually living individual bats that will be displaced and possibly face death in the interval between habitat destruction and habitat 'restoration' (ibid.).
Research like Sullivan's is indispensable for showing the disturbing efficiency with which new biodiversity markets devalue actually living things and render individual animals killable. At the same time, in the spirit of further exploring these processes, I suggest that the way in which new biodiversity markets devalue actually living, individual organisms and make them killable is a difference in degree rather than kind from contemporary non-market biodiversity conservation practices. This is because the non-market-based valuations of biodiversity conservation also devalue individual animal lives and render them exchangeable for others of the same kind. In other words, the rise of market-based valuations of living things in new biodiversity markets can only partly be attributed to the incursion of economic values from outside of the biodiversity conservation assemblage (e.g. Büscher and Fletcher 2015) ; this is because the ability of economic values to gain purchase in the field of biodiversity conservation has been facilitated by the quality of exchangeability between individual living things already enacted by the non-economic, non-market-based valuations generated from within the biodiversity conservation assemblage. As a first step in exploring the links between the noneconomic valuations of living entities generated within the discourses and practices of biodiversity conservation and the economic valuation of animal lives in new markets for biodiversity, the following section briefly situates the concepts of 'biodiversity' and 'species'.
Biodiversity and Species in Conser vation
While biodiversity conservation expressly locates value at three levels -species, genes and ecosystems-it is the species category, as Irus Braverman observes, that serves as 'the foundational ontological unit' by which life is known and calculated within conservation biology, the scientific discipline that informs biodiversity conservation (2015b: 185; see also Braverman 2015a; Lorimer 2015). It is not that genes and ecosystems don't garner significant attention as loci of value in biodiversity conservation, but rather that value at these levels is often calibrated in relation to the value of relevant species categories. This is apparent in the case of genetic diversity, which is valued in biodiversity conservation to the degree that it is useful for propagating valued species (Friese 2015) , a point underlined by the framing of the value of preserving diverse genetic types in living populations or frozen 'gene banks' as an 'insurance policy' for endangered species (Soulé et al. 1986 ). Ecosystems, meanwhile, are increasingly being valued for the 'services' they provide for human society and economy (see Helm 2015) . However, within biodiversity conservation (versus other versions of environmental science and governance) their value is still often framed as an effect of their ability to support a diversity of species (see, for example, EEC 1992). Alternately, the species category is sometimes promoted within biodiversity conservation as a foundational unit of genetic and ecosystem value, as when the IUCN describes species as 'the bearers of genetic diversity and the building blocks of ecosystems' (IUCN Red List n.d.). As well as the foundational ontological unit, then, the category of species also serves as a locus, and basic unit, of non-economic value in biodiversity conservation. Before exploring how this shaping of non-economic value facilitates market-based valuations in biodiversity conservation in more detail, however, it is useful to briefly contextualise the modern biodiversity conservation apparatus.
The primacy of the biodiversity concept and its associated use of the species unit as a universal, rationalising category for valuation is a relatively recent way of ordering the conservation of non-human nature. Early iterations of the modern conservation movement in late nineteenth-century North America were concerned with the specificities of the places and animals targeted for protection, attaching agency as sublime power to particular places and agency to some individual animals in various romantic (generally hunting-related) narratives (Cronon 1996 ; see Taylor 2016 for a detailed history of this early iteration of conservation). As conservation became more scientifically oriented in the twentieth century, however, the focus began to shift from particular places to generalisable types of habitats and from specific emplaced groups of animals to biologically defined species. Through the 'Earth Day era' of the 1970s (Lemann 2013) , however, the general categories of habitats and species continued in much of Western conservation practice to be focused through the particular: particular cases of emplaced environmental harm or threat, and on the tangible and affective connections between individuals and particular places and animals (see Rome 2013 on the tangibility of conservation causes in the 1970s; Lockwood 2012 on the 'affective legacy' of Silent Spring, a seminal conservation text from this period). The shift from places and animals to habitats and species, from the particular to the universal, was only more fully realised in subsequent decades with the rise of biodiversity as an organising force in conservation science and policy.
Brought to public attention by a group of scientists in the mid-1980s, the concept of biodiversity (short for 'biological diversity') was rapidly taken up in conservation discourse and practice following the signing of the UN Convention on Biological Diversity at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992 (CBD n.d.). Denoting the variety of life on earth at the level of species, genes and ecosystems (ibid.), biodiversity was first promoted as an organising framework for conservation science and policy as a means of rationalising its theretofore widely variable, piecemeal approaches to saving species (Takacs 1996) . In other words, it was an express attempt to move away from the particular and affective impulses driving earlier conservation practices. Acting as what Bruce Braun (2006) calls a 'global nature' (see also Lorimer 2015) , the biodiversity concept thus proposes a universal way to assess, rank and respond to-and thereby to value-conservation problems. In locating 'biodiversity value' at the level of species, genes and ecosystem types (CBD n.d.), biodiversity conservation seeks to rationally order organisms and emplaced ecologies into abstract categories that serve as separable and comparable units, which can then be rationally compared and evaluated to direct conservation action (Barad 2003; Lorimer 2015) . By providing a universal language for discussing, and a framework for rational comparison of, nonhuman organisms and the ecologies where they live, the biodiversity concept attempts to remove the subjective, leaving behind what Jonathan Franzen (2015) calls the 'novelistic' character of conservation -that is, the particular, place-specific and affective, wherein 'No two places are alike, and no narrative is simple' (ibid.). To achieve this, biodiversity frames out the lively agencies of individual living animals in their particular interconnections with specific places, replacing the irreducible complexities of individual organisms and specific places with the more manageable categories of 'species' and 'habitats'.
With its origins in Platonic forms and subsequent metaphysical systems of classification and taxonomy (Ghiselin 1997) , the concept of species as it appears in biodiversity conservation is variously based on grouping organisms according to biological understandings of genetic or morphological similarities, evolutionary lineages and/or reproductive compatibilities. Critically, as Audra Mitchell (2016: 26) points out, despite differing on the specifics, these competing ways of defining species 'all treat species as categories that transcend the organisms, cells or genes that compose them, and that maintain integrity despite the perishing of these components'. Thus the species concept positions the worth of individual animals within the same species category as subordinate to the transcendent species type (Ansell-Pearson 1999; Smith 2014 ). This positioning, in turn, engenders a biopolitical dynamic within biodiversity conservation wherein governance techniques and technologies of administration and scientific expertise are used to separate valued lives from unvalued ones in pursuit of securing life at the level of species (on biopolitics generally see 
The Order ing of Immanence in Biodiversity Conser vation
The irreducible complexity and incessant movement of living ecosystems has been pointed out by various natural scientists interested in modes of thought such as complexity and uncertainty theories and non-equilibrium ecology (see DeLanda 2009 for an overview), as well as by the growing group of social theorists interested in vital materialities (e.g. Bennet 2010; Ingold 2011), relational ontologies (e.g. Law and Mol 2011; Latour 2016) , and other more-than-human approaches (e.g. Braun 2008; Hinchliffe 2008; Lorimer 2012) . These works all suggest that the trajectories of life, both human and non-human, are not wholly knowable in advance, but unfold in unpredictable 'manifold lines of becoming' (Ingold 2012: 347) . This focus on immanence, whereby things and their character are never fixed, but always in the process of becoming (see Deleuze and Guattari 1987; Deleuze 1988; Massey 2005) , challenges the ontological positivism assumed by biodiversity conservation's stable species and habitat units. Rather than the relatively stable and distinct types posited by the species category, an ontology of immanence directs attention to the ongoing processes and unruly mixings of inventive life (Hinchliffe 2008; van Dooren 2014; Fredriksen 2016) . The premise of immanence and its implication of life's inherently disordering tendencies to 'become otherwise' (Lorimer and Driessen 2013: 255; after Deleuze and Guattari 1987) , however, do not foreclose the possibility that such immanence can be subject to reigning in and systematic denial through the orderings enacted by biodiversity conservation assemblages.
Pacifying lively agencies
In his work on economisation and marketisation, Michel Callon shows how entities brought into market relationships for exchange ('marketized') must be actively defined and valued (Çalıskan and Callon 2010) . In the process of this defining and valuing, a divide is enacted and reproduced between 'the "things" to be valued and the "agencies" capable of valuing them' (ibid.: 5). As all entities involved are understood to have certain capacities depending on their relational entanglement with other entities, those that are to be valued for exchange in this divide must first have their agencies 'pacified': rendered stable so they are amenable to standardised calculations for exchangeability (ibid.). On the other side of this enacted divide are those entities with the capacity for calculating the value of that which is pacified. Which entities are pacified and which are enacted as capable of pacifying is a matter of the unequal distribution of power within market assemblages (ibid.).
The pacification of lively entities for exchange on biodiversity markets involves ordering market spaces such that certain things are emphasised within the frame of the market and others left out of or actively excluded from this frame (Hinchliffe et al. 2007; Sullivan and Hannis 2014) . In conventional economics, the latter are referred to as externalities. The economic imagination of externalities is one that revolves around the categories of costs and benefits: if something is left out of a market it is either a cost or a benefit to some party outside that market. However, in recognition that many of the things framed out of markets cannot be readily understood as either costs or benefits -indeed, by virtue of their being left out of the frame many have not yet been subject to the processes of economisation by which they would be framed as such- Callon (e.g. 2007) has argued that externalities might be better understood as 'overflows'.
This framing process is apparent in the shaping of values for organisms and ecologies in biodiversity offsetting and species banking markets. In these novel formations, the agencies of living habitats and animals must be pacified so that they can be rendered into units of commensurable values for exchange. To do this, the irreducible complexity of specific ecosystems and differences between individuals of the same species must be left out of the market framing (becoming overflows). However, while the valuations involved in biodiversity markets certainly advance this pacification process, they do not initiate it ex nihilo. Rather, they start from the species and habitat units established by biodiversity conservation, which already pacify the agencies of the lively organisms and irreducible complexities of ecological relationships that they represent.
Ordering devices and non-market valuations in biodiversity conservation
As noted above (see section on 'Biodiversity and Species in Conservation'), the valuation of animals in biodiversity conservation relies on the ordering of non-human animals into abstract species units. Categorising the great variety of living organisms and ecological relations into stable species and habitat categories renders these animals and ecologies systematically knowable, fixing them as subjects for scientific investigation and targets for generalisable policy actionpacifying them, in Callon's language (above). Indeed, assigning individual animals and ecologies to stable species and habitat categories, which can then be catalogued and ranked according to characteristics such as rarity or level of vulnerability, is one of the most prominent techniques by which biodiversity conservation establishes the relative value of different living things (Bowker 2005; Yusoff 2010 ). The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species™ (hereafter the IUCN Red List) is the largest and most influential of such catalogues, aspiring to consolidate and standardise knowledge of animals and ecologies on a global level, and thus serve as a universal tool for assessing the relative, non-economic values of different organisms and ecosystems in accordance with their position within a global picture of biodiversity (Braverman 2015b ).
The work of ordering different organisms and habitats into generalised species and habitat categories for biodiversity cataloguing is significant. For a start, to be put into a species or habitat category, animals and ecologies have to be made present (Hinchliffe 2008) . That is, they must be identified and described by science, assigned to a species or habitat category and enumerated. Notably the IUCN Red List is currently, in its own words, 'biased' towards animals rather than plants or fungi-not to mention single celled organisms like bacteria and protists-and, within the animal kingdom, towards terrestrial animals living in forest ecosystems (IUCN Red List n.d.). This speaks both to the way in which some organisms are more easily encountered by researchers, as well as to the persistence of non-rational, affective attachments to animals that are 'big like us' (Hird 2009 ) to the exclusion of 'unloved others' (Rose and van Dooren 2011) .
Importantly, making things present in biodiversity catalogues (and therefore present as potential subjects of biodiversity conservation more generally), makes other things absent (Callon and Law 2004; Hetherington 2004) . Organisms that are not easily encountered, subjected to scientific examination, or enumerated are less likely to be made present as targets for biodiversity conservation through catalogues and databases like the IUCN Red List. At the extreme, there are some organisms-primarily single celled bacteria and protistswhose qualities make them particularly resistant to identification and stabilisation into species units for biodiversity conservation (see Lorimer 2006; Haraway 2008; Friese 2010) . In line with biodiversity conservation's ideal of rationalising conservation, however, the IUCN Red List aspires to overcome its current 'gaps' in coverage, listing expanding taxonomic and geographic coverage as the first 'key result' sought in its Strategic Plan 2013-2020 (IUCN Red List Committee 2013). There are some organisms, however, whose absences from the IUCN Red List and other devices for biodiversity conservation surveillance are not understood as gaps, but which are instead intentionally excluded as targets of biodiversity conservation. This group includes organisms that are framed as 'invasive', 'non-native' or hybrid (and therefore 'unnatural'), all of which are framed in biodiversity conservation discourse as valueless threats to valued life (e.g. van Dooren 2011; Atchison and Head 2013; Fredriksen 2016) .
In sum, the species unit in biodiversity conservation acts to pacify the lively agencies of living things so that they can be ordered into bounded categories of more or less valued life. Individual organisms are framed as being either inside or outside of species units, and the unruly tendencies of organisms to mix and unfold beyond stable species categories as well as differences between individuals within a species category are excluded from this frame (Grosz 2004; Lulka 2004; Hinchliffe 2008; Bear 2011; Mitchell 2016) . Biodiversity 2 catalogues thus make organisms present for conservation by conceptually abstracting them from their messy lifeworlds and bringing them into stable species categories, which can be ranked according to various assessments of value, for example their rarity, phylogenetic distinctiveness, or level of endangerment. And, by positioning individual organisms as equivalent within species categories, biodiversity conservation's orderings pacify the agency of living things and establish the quality of interchangeability between individual living things that supports notions of commensurability Although it should be noted that within some spaces of biodiversity conservation, 2 such as labs and captive breeding programmes, certain differences between individuals within a species do come to matter, namely differences at the level of genes, which are used to mark individual organisms as being more or less valuable to the continued life of the species (e.g. Haraway 2008; Friese 2015) . Within these spaces the value of individuals of the same genetic type are equivalent in much the same way that individuals within the same species category are positioned as having equivalent value in the spaces of biodiversity catalogues. necessary for exchange in species banking schemes and biodiversity offsetting markets. In other words, the ordering of life into the stable categories of species and habitats sets the stage for the market-based valuations of different organisms that circulate in new markets for biodiversity. This ordering, of course, is not simply a one-off achievement, it takes reiterative work. In such reiterative work, one can further detect a line of continuity linking new market valuations in biodiversity conservation with prior non-market valuations. The next section explores this reiterative work, considering it as an aspect of the performative quality of biodiversity conservation's valuation practices.
The Per f or mativity of Biodiversity Conser vation
Understanding the stabilisation of entities in terms of acts of 'performativity'-the proposition that reality is performed, or done, rather than observed (Mol 2002 )-provides a further avenue for thinking through the links between market and non-market valuations in biodiversity conservation. As with the matter of pacifying agencies, the role of performativity in effecting values has been central to theorising economisation processes (e.g. MacKenzie et al. 2007 ). For Callon (1998) the concept is used to describe the ways in which economics and economists do not describe a pre-existing reality-'The Economy'-but instead participate in-'perform'-its making; they do so through their implication in the formatting of the relations between elements within assemblages that constitute markets and other economic entities (Callon 1998; Mitchell 2002; MacKenzie 2006; MacKenzie et al. 2007; Muniesa 2014) . Similarly, in biodiversity conservation markets, assessments of the relative market values of different species and habitat types do not simply reflect some given reality about the relative worth of different species and habitats, but are actively involved in shaping these values (see Carver 2015; Carver and Sullivan forthcoming, for an exemplary case study of these processes). At the same time, as with pacifying agencies, biodiversity conservation markets do not performatively enact relative market values ex nihilo, but performatively reiterate the relative non-market values of species and habitats that are already being performed by non-market biodiversity conservation (see Butler 2010 for a longer discussion of the reiterative character of performativity). Thus the nonmarket values of habitats and species performed by biodiversity conservation will guide the market values: the habitats and species that are assigned high non-market values by conservation biology-for example due to their rarity or phylogenetic uniqueness-are those that will be assigned the highest market values in biodiversity offsetting markets (e.g. ten Kate and Crowe 2014) . More fundamentally, market values in biodiversity conservation markets are performatively located at the level of species or habitat units, which reiterates the earlier performative locations of non-market value in biodiversity conservation.
The performativity of species as the locus of value in biodiversity conservation is performed both discursively (as speech act) and through biodiversity conservation practices. Discursively, the day to day language of biodiversity conservation is one wherein species (rather than individuals) are the locus of moral concern and the target of action. Rather than referring to animals as groups of individuals, for example by saying that Amur leopards are threatened by habitat destruction, there is a tendency in both advocacy practices and conventional speech to say 'the Amur leopard' is threatened by habitat destruction, referring to the species whole rather than to individual imperilled lives. This effectuation of moral worth at the species, rather than the individual, level is captured by Justin Smith (2014: n.p.) in his astute observation that 'we say that the Steller's sea cow was hunted to extinction, in much the same way we might say that the vicar has succumbed to gout'. Such commonplace speech acts are one basic site where the value of individual animals is performatively subverted to the species unit (cf. Derrida 2008; Bear 2011) .
The law is another discursive site where the value of animals is performatively located in abstract, clearly defined species types. Elsewhere (Fredriksen 2016) I have written about the conservation of Scottish wildcats, in which the unruly mixings of wildcats and feral domestic cats threatens to destabilise the whole endeavour. After decades (and likely centuries) of interbreeding, conservation biologists are finding it nearly impossible to reliably say whether an individual wild-living cat in Scotland is a 'pure' Scottish wildcat or a hybrid. The difficulty conservationists encounter in stabilising a species type to target for 'Scottish wildcat conservation', however, hasn't stopped conservationists from pressing on with ever more sophisticated efforts to separate valued wildcats from devalued hybrids and even more devalued feral domestic cats. This is not simply a matter of blind ideology (though there is some of that in the mix), but also a pragmatic response to the current legal environment which affords strict protection for Scottish wildcats but allows hybrid and feral cats to be shot on sight (ibid.). Indeed, such constraints in the wider governance of biodiversity conservation, prominently including national and international legal regimes, generally afford protection for animals only at the level of clearly defined species (Braverman 2015a) , thus acting as another site where the value of animals and other organisms is performatively located at the level of species.
As well as these discursive iterations, the value of living organisms is also performatively located at the level of species rather than individuals through the many fleshy encounters of biopolitical practices within biodiversity conservation, including the management of animal populations through culling 'for the good of the species' (Lulka 2004; Smith 2014) ; captive breeding programmes that subject individual animals to confinement, invasive procedures, forced couplings, and euthanasia in the name of regenerating the species (Chrulew 2011; van Dooren 2014; Braverman 2015a) ; and the distribution of care and harm to individual organisms based on their categorisation as 'native' or 'invasive' species rather than an assessment of their particular actions and relationships (Marris 2011; van Dooren 2011) .
Critically, in performatively subverting the value of individual organisms to the species unit, biodiversity conservation practices position individual animals as interchangeable with other individuals who are categorised as members of the same species. In deciding which animals are most representative of, or whose survival is most beneficial for, the species-and therefore most worthy of preservation-of course, biodiversity conservation experts and practitioners also performatively shape species. This is most evident in captive breeding programmes where animals are selected and bred according to stringent plans for maximising genetic diversity while maintaining an ideally designated and fixed species form (Haraway 2008; Braverman 2015a; Fredriksen 2016) and in the subset of these programmes focused on genetic technologies, wherein animals who possess genetic types that 'don't "give back" to the population'-because they are common or 'redundant'-are characterised by those working in biodiversity conservation as embodying 'forms of waste' (Friese 2015: 165) . The species category is also performatively shaped in biodiversity conservation practices in less immediate ways, as through the management of in situ populations of protected species with practices such as limiting spatial ranges, providing supplemental feeding, administering vaccines or other medications, and culling or sterilising 'problem' animals like hybrids or others that are perceived to threaten the viability of the ideal species form (Lulka 2004; Braverman 2015a; Fredriksen 2016) .
The case of Hawaiian crows (Corvus hawaiiensis) provides one final and particularly evocative example of such performative valuation practices in biodiversity conservation. Van Dooren (2016) shows how the valuing of the Hawaiian crow species unit-as defined by a fixed, ideal genetic type-in captive breeding programmes is proceeding at the expense of particular crow cultures, which are not being-cannot be-learned in captive breeding sites. This loss is a low priority for the conservation of C. hawaiiensis, the species as a genetic type and on which biodiversity conservation places value. In Thom van Dooren's analysis this problematic focus on the species as defined through genetic type puts 'ways of being in the world … at stake ' (2016: 36) . In terms of the present discussion, crow culture is being framed out of crow conservation and becomes an overflow from this conservation assemblage centred on the value of species (defined through genetic identity). While this overflow could destabilise the C. hawaiiensis conservation assemblage if, for example, lost crow cultures limit crows' ability to survive outside the captive breeding facility, it is perhaps more likely that it will not do so. Instead, the continued existence of animals with the genetic make-up of C. hawaiiensis in the world, whether wild-living or held indefinitely in captive facilities, will likely mark this conservation effort as a success through the hegemonic discourse of biodiversity conservation.
Conclusion
The framing of specific animals and places as commensurable species or habitat units in biodiversity markets renders them interchangeable with similarly framed units of equal value such that they can be swapped for another without losing value through the exchange. This new mode of valuation in biodiversity conservation, with its premise of 'zero-net-loss' has generated much thoughtful critique (e.g. Yusoff 2011; Büscher et al. 2012; Sullivan 2013b Sullivan , 2017 . As I have argued throughout this article, however, while the register of value-economic value circulated in biodiversity markets-is new to biodiversity conservation, the rendering of individual animals and places as units of species and habitats on which the commensurable values of new markets are based, is not. Rather, new markets for biodiversity conservation are new iterations of longer-standing performative valuings of animals in biodiversity conservation practice that subsume the value of individuals to that of the species. This is not to argue that market iterations of biodiversity conservation are not more worrying than non-market iterations. New markets for biodiversity simplify and accelerate the performance of interchangeability between living entities and they promote a discourse that holds that if things are not assigned economic values then there is no way to prevent their degradation. Thus the deployment of economic valuation and markets in the field of conservation is often justified as the most viable way of making conservation 'count' (Helm 2015) . The inverse of this narrative, of course, is that if things don't have economic value, they are worthless (see Sullivan 2014 Sullivan , 2017 . Thus in new markets for biodiversity, the calculation of values for living things has the effect that 'paradoxically and against the avowed intent of those calculating, the valued entities which emerge, although more quantitatively defined … [appear] more disposable than ever' (Bracking et al. 2014: 2) . To return to the case of Sullivan's (2013b) barstabelle bats, for example, the proposed offset is designed in such a way that value is measured only at the point of exchange: the value of the bats being displaced or killed by the new development is calculated at the point of securing the offset and thus the lost value of the original bats paid for; the future fate of these bats and their potential replacements at the offset site will not retrospectively change the market values established at the point of exchange.
It is clear that the market valuation of living things in biodiversity conservation markets heightens the risk that living organisms will be devalued through the very practices aimed at valuing them and should thus be resisted. What I have argued here, however, is that resisting the devaluation of living things and fostering relations of care and responsibility in conservation practice require more than resisting the economic valuation of living things in biodiversity conservation markets; they also require resisting the non-economic value orderings of biodiversity conservation that subordinate the value of individual living things to abstract species units and frame the irreducible complexities of emplaced ecologies as interchangeable habitat types. They require resisting the pull of the rational and universal and attending to the novelistic aspects of emplaced conservation-'staying with the trouble' to borrow from Donna Haraway (2016)-in order to encourage multispecies flourishing (Collard et al. 2015) .
In exploring just one field where new economic valuations are gaining purchase-that of biodiversity conservation-this article has explored how attention to different types of valuation practices, economic or not, might help us to look more thoughtfully at ostensibly new forms of valuation, and their relationship to previous valuations, in other sites of newly economised public policy and environmental management. In this article I have identified a line of continuity between the modern scientific orderings and performativities of value at the abstract level of species and new market orderings of value in the field of biodiversity conservation. Investigation of other sites where novel market valuations are taking hold might turn up different relationships between existing and new valuation assemblages. But in all cases I suspect a careful unpacking of valuation practices of different types will prove useful in understanding what, exactly, is at stake and where resistance might most tactically be aimed.
